
15 Second Ad Storyboards V01





Fade up from black to plain background. 

Note: Rings on background are caused by image compression - gradient will be smooth in video.



Logo in bottom right corner fades in as type pops in (very quick transition). Money icon  
behind type fades in.

3 seconds.



Money icon and type pop back out, the same way they came in. Logo will remain constant 
for the duration of the ad.

.25 seconds or less - very quick transition. 



Type begins sliding in from the bottom. Quick transition. There will be a motion blur on the 
type.

Note: I’ve left it out of the storyboards, but from here on out any of these slide up/slide down animations will move quickly 
and have a motion blur on them, then will ease into place and bounce a little. For an example of what this animation will 
look like, open the timer in an iPhone’s clock app and quickly spin one of the time selection wheels. 



“Accept credit cards...” eases into place and holds for a second. “No card reader required.” 
begins to slide up from bottom as the no card reader icon slides in from the top. 

Note: From here on out, type will be on the left and slide in bottom to top (gives viewers an extra bit of time to read) while 
the accompanying imagery will slide in from top to bottom. When the screen changes, type will slide up and out of the top 
of the frame while the imagery will slide out from the bottom. The repeating cycle in the animation will make it eye-catch-
ing but not distract from the content. 



“No card reader required!” bumps previous text off of the screen. Hold for 2-3 seconds. 



Previous type and image slide off screen as next slide comes onto screen.



Hold for 1-3 seconds (will test readability and adjust timing accordingly when in the anima-
tion phase).



Sliding transition screen, same as the others. 



Hold for 1-3 seconds (will test readability and adjust timing accordingly when in the anima-
tion phase).



Sliding transition screen, same as the others. 



Hold for 1-3 seconds (will test readability and adjust timing accordingly when in the anima-
tion phase).



Sliding transition screen, same as the others. 



Hold for 1-3 seconds (will test readability and adjust timing accordingly when in the anima-
tion phase).



Quick crossfade between previous screen and next screen.



Final screen - hold for remaining time, then fade to black.





Notes & Questions

• The weird ring effect on the background of some of the images is caused by image compression and 
resizing - that won’t be visible in the final animation.

• I mentioned it in the boards, but the final animation will have a motion blur on the type and images 
as they move and while the transitional animations will be quick, the content will slow down and ease 
into place - I can put together a quick animation test or find a sample online to send over if you’d like. 
Let me know!

• We could use a voiceover on this, but I think showing the type on screen is effective enough - 
especially considering this is intended for mobile viewing (most folks will likely have sound off). If 
you’d like, we could test two versions - one with just music in the background and one with music + 
voiceover. I can record a temp VO track to animate to. Won’t add much production time to create both. 

• Is 15 seconds a hard limit, or do we have a range in case it needs to go over a second or two to be 
completely readable?

• I checked in with Ben to see if the phone and computer images I’ve been using were up to date, and 
he let me know that he’s working on transitioning all marketing to illustrated versions of phones and 
tablets. In the following pages, you’ll find the same main storyboard frames with the updated images 
(minus the transitional frames between content slides). I think either one could work well in this video. 
It would also be fairly simple to replace the assets in the video once I’ve finished animating it, so 
creating both versions would not increase production time by much. 
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